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The experimental data of Gilbert, Violet, and White, concerning the charged Z particles emitted when

negative F particles are stopped in photographic emulsions, are interpreted by means of an optical model.

It is assumed that the primary absorption interaction involves directly only a single nucleon, and that
the impulse approximation is valid in this interaction. The observed spectra of Z+ and Z particles emitted
in two-prong stars indicate that the charge-independent part of the Z-particle nuclear potential in the
model must be attractive. From a comparison of the emulsion data with the results of stopping E particles
in a hydrogen bubble chamber, limits are placed on the possible size of the cross section in nuclei for the
absorption of charged Z particles by means of conversion to neutral Z or A particles.

I. INTRODUCTION Since such a model of processes occurring within
complex nuclei cannot be made precise, it is clearly
impossible to accurately measure the interactions by an
analysis of the emulsion data. Therefore, the approach
used in this paper is not to "6t the data" as well as
possible, but rather to show that some values of the
Z-nucleon interactions are consistent with the experi-
ments, while others are not. It is shown that significant
limitations may be placed on the Z-nucleon scattering
and absorption interactions.

'HE experiment of Alvarez ef, ul. , in which negative
E mesons are stopped in a hydrogen bubble

chamber, has led to the approximate determination of
the branching ratio for the various end-product states
of the E=p absorption reaction. ' The absorption of
negative E's also has been observed in photographic
emulsions. ' ' The characteristics of the end-product
reaction states involving Z+ and Z particles are best
known, since the "strange" particles in the other states
are neutral and dificult to identify.

Analysis and comparison of the photographic-
ernulsion and bubble-chamber experiments leads to
information concerning the interactions of charged
Z particles in nuclear matter. In this paper the results of
the emulsion experiment by Gilbert, Violet, and White
are interpreted in terms of a simple optical model in
which it is assumed that the charged pions and Z
particles are produced in nuclear potential wells. These
particles may be reabsorbed within the nucleus or may
be emitted; the principal mechanisms for Z absorption
are conve'rsion to neutral Z or A particles by charge-
exchange interactions with the nucleons. The numbers
and energies of the emitted charged 2 particles are
related to the strengths of the charged-Z absorption
reactions and the nuclear Z potential. This potential
is related, in turn, to the Z-nucleon elastic-scattering

amplitude.

~ This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

f Present address: Department of Physics, University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington.' Alvarez, Bradner, Falk-Vairant, Gow, Rosenfeld, Solmitz,
and Tripp, University of California Radiation Laboratory
Report UCRL-3583 (to be published), and Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. Ser. II, I, 385 (1956).

J. Hornbostel and E. Q. Salant, Phys. Rev. 93, 902 (1954);
Chupp, Goldhaber, GoMhaber, and Webb, University of California
Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-3044, 1955 (unpublished);
Gilbert, Violet, and White, Phys. Rev. 107, 228 (1957), preceding
paper. A comprehensive list of references is given in Gilbert,
Violet, and White.

e Haskin, Bowen, and Schein, Phys. Rev. 105, 1512 (1956).
'Gilbert, Violet, and White, Phys Rev. 107, 2.28 (1957), pre-

ceding paper. Hereafter this work, and its authors, are referred t
by the symbol GVW. See also White, Gilbert, and Violet, Bull
Atn. Phys. Soc. Ser. II, 2, 20 (1957).

II. MODEL FOR X-PARTICLE PRODUCTION

In the experiment by Gilbert, Violet, and White, '
E particles are stopped in a photographic emulsion,
and an analysis is made of all stars containing only
two prongs, a heavy (Z+ or Z ) prong and a light

(n or x+) prong. The events occurring in hydrogen
are separated from the events occurring in the complex
nuclei of the emulsion. The energies of the pions and
Z particles of the complex-nuclei events are measured.
If the sum of the pion and Z energy is greater than about
60 Mev, it is assumed that the K is absorbed by a
single proton of the nucleus by one of the reactions
E +p +Z++rr, and that —the Z particles and pions
maintain their identity and lose little energy on their
path out of the nucleus. In this manner GVW separate
out and analy'ze an important group of the IC absorp-
tion events.

In order to interpret the data of GVW, several
assumptions must be made. Since the number of Z
particles involved in the experiment is small, we cannot
hope to test the validity of too many of these assump-
tions by comparison with experiment. Our aim is to be
able to test only those assumptions involving the
nuclear interactions of the Z+ particles by comparison
with the results of GVW. Fortunately, most of the
other assumptions fall into one of two categories:
(a) they may be justified fairly well, or (b) they
inQuence the calculated results only weakly.

A. Creation of X Particles vrithin Nuclei

The basic model to be used is an optical model in
which the nucleons and other reaction particles maintain
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their essential particle identities when they are "inside"
the nucleus. It is assumed that the E particles are
absorbed by a single nucleon in the nucleus by one of
the reactions,

E +~X +ir+,

or Z++sr-,

or zs+2rs,

or h.'+m';

E +N-+Z +24,

or zs +sr,
or As+sr .

(1b)

(1c)

(1d)

(1e)

(1g)

Haskin, Bowen, and Schein have estimated, on the
basis of the energy spectra of hyperons and nucleons
emitted. in E stars, that multiple nucleon absorption
occurs in fewer than S%%uz of the E endings. ' The
emitted hyperon or pion may be reabsorbed within the
nucleus, or course.

Since the events analyzed by GVW are identified
with E absorption in which the absorbing nucleon is a
proton, we develop the model to apply to this specific
case. If the proton and E are at rest, the wavelength
Il. of the Z of ir particle emitted in the reaction E +p
-+Z+2r is given approximately by X=A/I'= 1.1)&10 "
cm, where P is the magnitude of the Z or pion momen-
tum. This length is small compared with the radius of
the absorbing nuclei (2=5.5X10 " cm for the silver
and bromine; E.=2.9X10 "cm for the carbon, oxygen,
and nitrogen). Therefore, we assume that each particle
produced in the reaction is created completely within
the nucleus, with an internal kinetic energy that differs
from the measured external energy of the particle by
the depth of the potential well in which the particle is
created. In this simple optical model, the pion and Z
potentials are taken to be velocity-independent, and
independent of position within the nucleus. These
potentials are composed of two parts, an electrostatic
part, and a nuclear-force part that results from the
short-range scattering interaction between the pion or
Z particle and the nucleons. Thus, the relation between
the external energy E '" of the particle denoted by a,
and the internal kinetic energy E„'" is given by the
equation,

g eX—g in++ + iII

where C denotes the Coulomb potential of the particle
n, and V denotes the corresponding nuclear-force
potential, assumed to be independent of the charge of
the particle e. The magnitude of the Coulomb potential
(attractive for the negative particles and repulsive for
the positive particles) is taken to be 11 Mev in the
heavy emulsion nuclei and 3.5 Mev in the light nuclei.
The pion nuclear-force potential is taken to be attrac-
tive and 35 Mev deep; this value is taken from the

(Mr+M„) tl
Vg= —2'' fz,

(M2)2
(5)

where Mq and M„are the masses of the Z and nucleon,

' Frank, Gammel, and Watson, Phys. Rev. 101, 891 (1956).
'Kenneth M. Watson, Phys. Rev. 89, 575 (1953). See also

reference 5.

optical-model analysis by Frank, Gammel, and Watson, '
and represents a rough average of the velocity-depend-
ent potential of this reference over the pion internal
energy range 60 to 140 Mev. The magnitude and sign
of the Z-particle nuclear-force potential are to be
determined by the analysis.

The eGect of the potential energy of the absorbing
proton is taken into account by the assumption that
the energy required to convert a proton to a 2 particle
is 20 Mev more than if the proton were free. Since the
binding energy of the proton is approximately 8 Mev,
this is equivalent to assuming that the excitation of the
residual nucleus is about 12 Mev, a figure which corre-
sponds roughly to the average excitation determined
from experiment. 4

In this model, the internal kinetic energy E'
available for the Z particle and pion in the rest system
of the nucleus is

E'"= (M +Mx —Ms —M )cs+35 Mev
—Vs —20 Mev (3)

= 120 Mev —Vg,

where the symbol M represents the mass of the particle
0., and Vq denotes the Z-particle nuclear-force potential.

A further assumption must be made concerning the
manner in which the energy is shared between the pion
and Z particle. Since the absorption interaction is a
short-range interaction, we use the impulse approxima-
tion, and assume that the sum of the internal momenta
of the Z and pion is equal to the internal momentum
of the proton annihilated in the reaction. The internal
momentum of the particle 0. is denoted by ~ and is
related to the internal kinetic energy E ' by the
equations

(g in)2 (M 2C4+K 2C2)

g in g in+M s2
7

where M is the actual mass of the particle 0.. The
above procedure neglects the fact that the part of the
E wave function which overlaps the nucleus is not
constant, but this neglect is unimportant for the
calculated results. The impulse assumption and the
possible eGect of velocity-dependent forces are discussed
further in Sec. IV.

If the nuclear-force Z potential results from two-body
interactions between the Z and the nucleons in the
nucleus, it may be shown by the method of Watson'
that Vz is given approximately in terms of a Z—nucleon
scattering amplitude fit by the equation
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and q is the number of nucleons per unit volume in the
nucleus. The amplitude fn is the real part of the
average over spin and isotopic spin states of the
Z-nucleon coherent forward-scattering amplitude, ex-
pressed in the Z—nucleon center-of-mass system.
Since the energy dependence of the forces is neglected
in this work, Vv and fir are to be considered as averages
over the energy range of the Z particles involved.

In order to calculate the distribution in internal
energy of the created Z particles, several further
assumptions are made. These are listed below. 0

0 60 80

Nuclei Involved in Capture

The fraction of the captures occurring in the light
emulsion nuclei (principally carbon, oxygen, and
nitrogen) is taken to be s. The correct value of this
fraction is unknown; the value —', is chosen because it
approximates the experimental value for the fraction
of negative muons stopped in emulsion that are captured
in the light elements. ' The calculted results in Sec. III
are not very sensitive to the assumed value of this
parameter, provided it is somewhat less than —', . The
captures of E mesons by hydrogen in the emulsion
may be identified experimentally when charged particles
are given oG. Such events are found to constitute
fewer than 1% of the cases. '

Proton Momentum -Spectrum

The internal-momentum distribution of the protons
in nuclei is known only approximately. In this paper
the distribution is taken to be a Gaussian, i e , f(p). .
= (4rr ''Pe ')Ps exp( —P'/Po'), where f(P)dP represents
the probability that the magnitude of the proton's
momentum p is in the range dp. The constant pe is
chosen so that pe'/2M„=15 Mev. It is assumed that
the probability for E; capture is independent of
proton momentum in this range.

Angular Distribution in K=p Center of-Mass Syst-em

The range of the reactions, Eqs. (1), is of the order
A/Mxc. Since the wavelength corresponding to the rela-
tive momentum p„&of the E=p system is comparatively
long (for a 30-Mev proton K=A/p„~=6A/Mxc), it is
reasonable to assume that the relative orbital angular
momentum of the E=p system is zero, which leads
to an isotropic emission of Z's in the E=p center-of-
mass system. It should be pointed out that this assump-
tion does not imply that the orbital angular momentum
of the absorbed E: with respect to the nucleus as a
whole is zero.

~Cosyns, Dilworth, Occhialini, and Schoenberg, Proc. Phys.
Soc. (London) A62, 801 (1949); W. F. Fry, Nnovo cimento 10,
490 (1953).' A discussion of several determinations of this distribution is
given by J. M. Wilcox and B. J. Moyer, Phys. Rev. 99, 875
(1955).

Fxo. I. Calculated internal-energy spectra of the Z+ particles.
The vertical scale is arbitrary.

If a value of Vz is assumed, one may use the model
outlined above to calculate the internal-energy spectra
for the Z+ and Z particles created in the emulsion
nuclei. One calculates the contribution to the spectra
of a fixed value of the proton internal momentum by
making use of Eqs. (3) and (4), the impulse assumption,
the isotropy assumption, and the relation 8'"= h,,
&&(1—v') ', where b'~ isthesum of the internal kinetic
energy and mass energy of the Z and pion in the
laboratory system; 8, '" is the corresponding energy
in the E=p (or Z-pion) center-of-mass system; and v

is the velocity of the E=p center-of-mass system.
The calculation is facilitated by the theorem of Powell
and Barschall, which, in this case, implies that the
absorption by protons of a fixed momentum contributes
a rectangular partial spectrum to the Z+ internal-energy
spectra. One adds these rectangles (by integrating
over the proton momentum distribution) to obtain the
spectra of E~~' .

The calculated spectra of E~+'" are independent of
the size of the absorbing nucleus and the charge of
the Z (the difference in mass between the Z+ and Z
is neglected). The dependence of the result on the
assumed value of V~ is slight, for reasonable values
of Vq. The calculated spectrum is shown for Vq= —10
Mev in Fig. 1.

B. Behavior of Created X Particles
within Nuclei

The relation between the internal-energy spectra
and external-energy spectra of the Z+ particles depends
on the behavior of these particles within the nucleus.
The further assumptions made in order to calculate
the external-energy spectra are listed below.

Absorption and Inelastic Scattering
of Z Particles and Pions

The Z+ particles may be reabsorbed within the
nucleus; the dominant mechanisms for this absorption

~ J. L. Poweli and H. H. Barschall, Phys. Rev. 96, 713 (1954).
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are the charge-exchange interactions,

Z++u —+cV+p,
2++e~Z'+ p,
Z—+p—+h.'+u,
Z +p—+Zo+u.

The mean free path before absorption is assumed to
be independent of Z energy. As the average internal
energy of the nucleons is comparable to the Z energies
involved here, the assumption is not unreasonable.
The magnitude of the absorption path length is not
assumed; limitations on this parameter are determined
from the analysis. The energy dependences of the pion-
absorption processes, and of the Z-particle and pion
inelastic scattering processes, are also neglected.

The mean free path for absorption is denoted by X„
and is related to the total cross section o-, for Z+
absorption in nuclear matter by the equation

o.,X,g = 1)

where q is the number of nucleons per unit volume in
the nucleus. The cross section o-, differs from the
corresponding free-space absorption cross section
because of the eGects of nuclear binding and the Pauli
principle in the nucleus. " If the dominant absorption
mechanism is conversion of the Z+ to a A.', the energy
released in the absorption is large compared with the
nuclear binding forces. In this case o-, and the corre-
sponding free-space cross section should be nearly
equal.

In Sec. II-A it is assumed that the residual nucleus
is excited by about 12 Mev during the absorption of
the E by a proton of the nucleus. Such an excitation
seldom leads to the emission of charged particles.
Therefore, if a charged Z particle and charged pion are
created within the nucleus by the %=absorption
interaction and emerge without undergoing inelastic
scattering, the event generally satis6es the two-prong
criteria of GVW. However, these criteria do not
eliminate events in which the created Z particle or
pion loses some energy by inelastic scattering before
leaving the nucleus, provided the additional nuclear
excitation does not lead to the emission of additional
charged particles. Such inelastic scattering of Z particles
results in a shift of the measured Z-energy spectra to
lower energies. In all but a few of the events accepted
by the criteria of GVW, the excitation energy of the
residual nucleus (determined by subtracting the sum
of the proton-binding energy, the measured Z energy,
and the measured pion energy from the Q value of
the primary absorption interaction) is within the
range 0 to 30 Mev. The average value of this nuclear
excitation is close to the 12 Mev assumed in the model

'OA calculation of such a correction due to nuclear binding
forces is given by M. L. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 74, 1129 |,'1948).
See also reference 5.

presented here. Hence we assume that the eGect of Z
inelastic scattering on the data of GVW is unimportant,
and consider these data to represent events in which no
Z inelastic scattering takes place.

Reftectiors at the A'uclear Surface

Of the Z particles and pions reaching the nuclear
surface, some emerge and others are reRected back
into the nucleus. Since almost all the pions under
consideration here have external energies greater than
20 Mev, it is reasonable to assume that all pions incident
on the nuclear surface are transmitted through it.
For the Z particles we define a transmission parameter
r, (Er' ), where the subscript i is a general index
which denotes the charge of the 2 particle, the size of
the nucleus involved, and the depth of the potential
Vx. The parameter ~, (Eq' ) denotes the fraction of
those Z's of charge i incident on the nuclear surface
which are transmitted. The simplest choice of r;(Eq'")
one might make for the Z+ particles is to assume
r=1 for particles with suf6cient energy to go over the
Coulomb barrier, and ~=0 for the other Z+ particles.
Since such a model would give an unrealistic picture
for energies in the neighborhood of the top of the
barrier, we shall use a more re6ned model. It should
be pointed out that the experimental results are not
known with sufhcient precision to test the validity of
any reasonable assumption concerning surface reQection.

It is now well established that the nuclear edge is not
sharp, but is on the order of 2X10 " cm thick"
Consequently the edge of the Z-particle nuclear-force
well must be at least this thick. In order to obtain a
realistic model of the surface transmission we must
consider this finite width, though we continue to
neglect it when considering the other aspects of the
model. Since the internal wavelengths of most of the
created Z particles are less than the width of the edge
of the nuclear-force potential, we treat the Z's as if
they were created at speci6c points, and use the
WXB approximation to study the transmission and
reQection. The magnitude of the angular momentum in
the nucleus of such a localizable 2 particle may be
written t= pb, where p is the magnitude of the momen-
tum, and b is the "impact parameter, " defined as the
perpendicular distance from the extended line of Qight
of the 2+ in the nucleus to the center of the nucleus.

We shall estimate the parameter r;(E'") by using
the WEB approximation and assuming a reasonable
form for the effective potential 'U (r) felt by a Z particle
of internal energy E'" and impact parameter b near
the edge of the nucleus. For 'U (r) we choose the form

Vg Cg g '"b'
&(r) = — + + (g)

1+expL(r —R)a '] r r'

(for r )R),
"Hahn, Ravenhall, and Hofstadter, Phys. Rev. 101, 1131

(1956).
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Fro. 3. Calculated Z+ external-energy spectra. The histogram
represents the experimental results of GVW.

the experimental data; the real part V~ of the sigma
nuclear-force potential, and the mean free path ),
for absorption of Z+ particles in nuclear matter. Since
the energy dependences of ), and the corresponding
path length for charged-pion absorption are neglected,
the theoretical Z+ and Z energy distributions are
essentially independent of ), and therefore are well
suited for a study of Vz. We shall examine first the Z+
energy distribution from GVW to see what values of
V~ are consistent with these data. To test the model,
we use these values of Vg to calculate the Z energy
spectrum and then compare the results to the Z data
of GVW. By making use of further emulsion data, we
then discuss the limitations placed by the experiments
on the mean free path for Z+ absorption in nuclear
matter.

The external-energy spectra are computed separately
for the light and heavy nuclei by multiplying the
internal-energy spectra by the corresponding surface
transmission parameter, using Eq. (2) to relate the
internal and external energies. The heavy-nuclei results
and light-nuclei results are then combined in accordance
with the assumption that —', of the E captures are in
light nuclei. A correction is made to account for the
greater absorption of Z particles in heavy nuclei, but
this correction does not alter the results significantly
since the spectra of the heavy and light nuclei are
similar.

The predicted distributions in Z+ external energy
corresponding to the choices V~ = —10 Mev and
V~= —25 Mev are shown in Fig. 3, together with a
histogram of the two-prong (Z+, m ) events of GVW.
The curves and histogram are normalized to include
the same area. That the two predicted energy spectra
are practically identical may be understood by the
following argument. The spectra are determined
primarily from the captures in heavy elements, in
which case the relation between the internal and external
kinetic energies is

Z~'"=11 Mev+Vs+Es' .

5-
COI-

4
UJ

o 3

hJ
CQ 2

0
0 IO 20 30 40-

Ex- "(Mev)
50 60 TP

Fn. 4. Calculated Z external-energy spectra. The histogram
represents the experimental results o$ GVW.

As seen from Fig. 1, the spectrum of the Z+ particles
created inside the nucleus peaks at an internal energy
of about 20 Mev. If the Z+ potential Vq+11 Mev
is nearly zero or negative, this peak is at an energy
comparable to or less than the top of the Coulomb
barrier. In this case the energy of the peak of the
external energy spectrum is determined by the Coulomb
barrier and is approximately 15 to 20 Mev. The
comparative rate of decrease of the Z+ spectrum as the
external energy increases from 20 Mev also is rather
independent of V~ in the range Vq( —10 Mev, because
of the gradual slope in the high-energy tail of the
proton-momentum distribution. If the Z potential
were chosen to be still more strongly attractive,
V~& —25 Mev, the calculated Z+ spectra would not
differ markedly from those of Fig. 3 (in fact, the fit to
the histogram would be improved slightly). However,
such an assumption leads to the conclusion that a very
high percentage of the produced Z+'s are not able to
get out of the nucleus, in contradiction to the experi-
mental data on the total number of such particles
observed. This possibility, Vq& —25 Mev, is discussed
more fully later, in connection with the discussion of
the path length for absorption of Z+ in nuclei.

On the other hand, if V~ is chosen to represent a
repulsive force, i.e., V~&0, it may be seen from Eq.
(11) that the peak in the spectrum of internal Z+
energies corresponds to an external energy greater than
30 Mev, considerably above the Coulomb barrier.
This repulsive-force assumption leads essentially to a
shift of the curves of Fig. 3 to energies greater by the
amount Vq+11 Mev, and thus is not in accord with
the data.

A comparison of the shape of the predicted 2=energy
spectra with the data of GVW supports the conclusions
obtained from the Z+ spectra. The calculated results
for Vg= —10 Mev and Vg= —25 Mev are shown,
together with a histogram of the experimental results,
in Fig. 4. As in the case of the Z+ spectra, the fit to the
data is satisfactory for —25 Mev &Vz& —10 Mev,
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but the predictions of the model are insensitive to the
choice of V~ in this range. The assumption of a positive
value of Vz leads to a calculated Z external-energy
spectrum shifted to higher energies and in poor agree-
ment with the data. For such a repulsive potential,
the peak of the calculated Z spectrum occurs near the
external energy Fr '"=V~-+11 Mev, rather than near
zero energy.

The total number of Z+—x two-prong events seen
depends on the number of Z+—x pairs produced in
the nuclei, and on the depletion of this number by
absorption and inelastic scattering of the Z+ and the

within the nucleus. The amount of this depletion is
not known, and hence the calculated curves in Fig. 3
are normalized so that the area under each curve is
equal to that in the experimental histogram. Since, as
far as we know, the strong forces are charge-symmetric,
and since the number of neutrons and protons in the
emulsion nuclei are nearly equal, we assume that the
amount of this depletion is the same for the Z+—m-

and the Z —x+ events. The normalization of the
calculated Z curves of Fig. 4 is determined from this
assumption and the assumption that the ratio of Z
to Z+ particles created from E absorptions by protons
in the nucleus is the same as in the corresponding
capture by free protons, about two. '

The experimental ratio of Z to Z+ particles seen in
the two-prong data analyzed by GVW is given approxi-
mately by (R= 21/25-', =0.8. This ratio contrasts
sharply with the corresponding ratio Nf observed when
E are captured in hydrogen, i.e., Sf=2. It has been
suggested by GVW that the difference in the Coulomb
potential of the Z and Z+ particles produced in nuclei
is responsible for this eGect, the attractive Coulomb
force inhibiting the Z particles from emerging from the
nucleus. The calculated results shown in Figs. 3 and 4
verify this hypothesis in a qualitative manner. The
calculated value of (R is approximately equal to 1.4,
indicating that the Coulomb interaction does inhibit
the emergence of the Z 's significantly more than the
Z+'s. However, it does not appear that this eGect is
large enough to explain the smallness of the experi-
mentally observed ratio.

B. Absorption of Charged Sigmas

If the experimentally observed fraction of E endings
that yield Z+ particles (denoted by F, ~) is compared
with the predictions of the model present here, informa-
tion is obtained concerning X„the path length in nuclei
for Z+ absorption by conversion to a A.' or Z' particle.
All events yielding Z+ particles must be considered,
of course, not just those satisfying the two-prong
criteria of GVW. From a compilation of 135E endings
by Gilbert, Violet, and White, the fraction P. , is
about 7%.r4 This fraction is to be compared with the
predicted fraction of E endings in which a Z+ is

"Gilbert, Violet, and White (private communication).

R(gs ~-)-IT,&l' (»g)
The symbol R(cr,p) represents the relative strength of
the E=nucleon absorption reaction, in which o. and p
denote the 6nal particles. The complex numbers T~~
and Toy, represent the amplitudes for the production
of Z-pion pairs in states of total isotopic spin one and
zero, while T~~ denotes the corresponding amplitude for
production of a A—pion pair (which must have a total
isotopic spin of unity). If one interprets the bubble
chamber data to indicate that the ratio of the four
proton. -absorption interactions (1a) through (1d) are
2:1:1:0.5, then the quantities on the right side of
Kqs. (12) are determined from Kqs. (12a) through
(12d) to be IT»l'=2a; IT»l =6a; «(T»eT»)
=(-,')'a'; IT&&I'=2a'. The symbol a' represents a
positive constant, the magnitude of which is not
important here. With these amplitudes the relative
strengths of the seven interactions, Eqs. (1a) through
(1g), are 2:1:1:0.5:1:1:1.In this case, if —, of the E
are assumed to stop in heavy emulsion nuclei, and the
neutron excess of the heavy nuclei is taken into account,
the "internal creation probability" in emulsion is
given approximately by F„=12%.

Unfortunately, the determination of the isotopic
spin amplitudes from the bubble chamber data is not
accurate because of the diKculty in identifying the
events involving neutral pions and hyperons. For
example, a ratio of relative strengths for reactions (1a)
through (1d) of 2:1:1.2:0.3 is not inconsistent with

rs The quantities in Eqs. (12a) through (12g) are essentially
the same as those discussed in Sec. X of reference 1.

created inside the nucleus. If this "internal creation
probability" is denoted by F„, the ratio F=F, ,/F„
represents the fraction of created Z+'s that emerge
from the nucleus. Under the assumption that the basic
capture reactions are those given in Kq. (1), the fraction
F„could be calculated if the relative strengths of the
interactions (1a) through (1g) were known. The
relative strengths of the proton capture reactions are
known approximately from the hydrogen bubble
chamber data, ' but no direct information concerning
the relative strengths of the E=p and E=n absorption
exists at the present time. It has been pointed out by
many authors that if the strong E=absorption interac-
tion is charge-independent, the strengths of the seven
interactions, Eqs. (1a) through (1g), may be expressed
in terms of four real parameters":

R(~ ~+)--'I T» I'+xs IT» I'+(s)'«(T»*To~), (12a)

R(~+, ~ )--'I T»l'. +s I
Tosl' —(4)'*«(T»*T»), (12b)

R(~', ~')-s IT»l' (12c)

(12d)

(12e)

(12f)
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the bubble-chamber data. However, if this were the
correct ratio, the quantity ~T~s~' would be small
(~&~s~'=a'), the E=n interaction would be much
weaker than the E=p interaction, and the approximate
value of F„would be given by F„=16%.It is hoped
that measurements in a deuterium bubble chamber will
soon allow a more precise determination of the relative
strengths of the IC=p and E=e absorption reactions.

From the above discussion, it is seen that the fraction
of created Z+'s that emerge from the emulsion nuclei is
given approximately by

F=F. p/F„=0.60&0.15. (13)

In order to relate this fraction to the path length for
Z+ absorption, we divide the absorbed Z+ particles into
two classes, those that are absorbed before reaching
the edge of the nucleus, and those that are reflected at
the edge of the nucleus and subsequently absorbed,
As pointed out in Sec. II-B, practically all the Z+
particles that are reflected once should be absorbed,
though they may be reflected several times before
absorption. Therefore, the emergence fraction F may be
written as the product of two fractions,

F=F~F2 (14)

Fg= t d VdQe &o'" &.
—

4 V~
(15)

The integral of Eq. (15) is to be carried out over all
positions within the nucleus (dV), and all Z+ emission
directions (dQ). The length D denotes the distance
along the path of the Z+ from the point of its creation
to the edge of the nucleus. Evaluation of the integral
yields the result

(16)

where 6=2R/X„and Eis the radius of the .nucleus.
The fraction F2 may be calculated from the internal

energy spectrum and the surface transmission param-
eters (for heavy and light nuclei) of Sec. II, if a value
of V~ is assumed. For the purpose of this calculation,

where F& represents the probability that a produced
Z+ reaches the surface, and F2 represents the probability
that a Z+ reaching the surface is transmitted through it.
The fraction F& is directly related to the absorption
path length 3 „while F2 is essentially independent of
X . The relation between F~ and A depends upon the
manner in which the probability of E absorption by a
nucleon depends on the nucleon's position in the
nucleus. If the capture probability is independent of
the nucleon's position, and the emission probability is
independent of direction, the relation between F~ and
X, for a nucleus of a particular size may be obtained
from the integral,

the internal energy spectrum should be corrected to
account for 2's inelastically scattered within the
nucleus, since such 2's are included in the above
determination of the fractions F,„~ and F. This Z
inelastic scattering tends to shift the internal energy
spectrum to lower energies, thus decreasing the surface
penetration fraction F~. This eGect is neglected here.
Therefore, the quantity X, estimated in this section
actually represents a length intermediate between the
mean free path for charged —Z absorption and the
mean free path for either absorption or inelastic scatter-
ing of charged Z's in nuclei.

If the nuclear-force Z potential (assumed to be
attractive) is not very deep, most created Z+ particles
have sufFicient energy to be transmitted through the
surface. For example, for V~= —10 Mev the calculated
value of F2 is nearly 0.9 for both the heavy and light
emulsion nuclei. In this case, if the emergence fraction
F of Eq. (13) is taken to be 0.6, it is seen from Eq. (14)
that F~=0.7. If 3 of the E captures are in heavy
nuclei, Eq. (16) may be used to calculate that the
absorption path length, in this case, is given approxi-
mately by X,=10 "cm. If the nuclear radius is taken
to be E= 1.2)(10 "3"cm, substitution of ) = 10 "cm
into Eq. (7) leads to a value for the absorption cross
section 0-, of about 8 millibarns.

On the other hand, if the nuclear-force Z potential is
attractive and deep, many Z particles do not have
suf6cient energy to be transmitted through the nuclear
surface. For example, if Vy, = —25 Mev, the calculated
value of F2 is only about 0.55. (The calculated fraction
is 0.52 for heavy nuclei, and 0.6 for light nuclei; the
value 0.55 is an appropriate average of the two. ) Since
the emergence fraction F is greater than 0.45 t see Eq.
(13)j, it is seen that for Vs ———25 Mev, the fraction
F~ is large, F~&0.8. If -', of the E captures are in
heavy nuclei, it may be calculated from Eq. (16) that
the condition F~&0.8 corresponds to a long absorption
path length, X & 2)&10 "cm.

If the nuclear-force Z potential is attractive and
deeper than 25 Mev, even fewer Z+ particles are able
to penetrate through the surface. If V~ ———35 Mev,
only about 40% of those Z+ particles reaching the
surface are transmitted. Since it appears from the

experimental data that at least 40% of the created
2 particles emerge, one may conclude that the attractive
potential V~ is no deeper than 35 Mev.

IV. POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS OF THE MODEL

Several assumptions made in Secs. II and III are
not well founded, yet are reasonably important for the
calculated results. In this section the e6ects of modi6ca-
tion of some of the assumptions are examined.

The principal features of the calculated results are
insensitive to the assumed value of the fraction of
E 's captured in the light emulsion nuclei, provided
this value is somewhat less than -', . There is one simple
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feature of the results which is quite sensitive to this
capture fraction, however —the number of Z+ particles
emitted with low energies. "Because of the difference
in the Coulomb potentials of the heavy and light
nuclei, the nuclear surface-transmission parameter
r;(Ez'") for Z+'s with energy less than 7 Mev is very
nearly zero for heavy nuclei, but is of appreciable
size for light nuclei. Therefore, the number of Z+'s
seen with energies less than7 Mev is an approximate
measure of the light-nuclei capture fraction. If this
fraction is denoted by g, a calculation based on the
model of Secs. II and III indicates that the fraction of
emitted Z+'s that have energy less than. 7 Mev is about
0.10 g. No such low-energy Z+'s have been observed
by GVW. However, the number expected in their 25
events is only about one, so that these data are insuK-
cient to estimate the magnitude of g.

The velocity dependence of the nuclear-force pion
potential and the possible velocity dependence of the
corresponding Z potential are neglected in Secs. II and
III. One may estimate the effect of the velocity
dependence of the pion potential by making use of
Fig. 2 of reference 5. As may be seen from this reference,
the principal effect of the velocity dependence may be
taken into account (for pions of internal energy less
than 120 Mev) by attributing to the pion an effective
mass of about 1.5 times the free-pion mass. Because of
this heavy effective mass, a pion created inside a
nucleus tends to take a smaller fraction of the available
energy than a pion created in a similar reaction in free
space. At first glance it might appear that inclusion of
this eGect would lead to a significant lowering of the cal-
culated Z+-energy spectra, thus improving the fit to the
data of GVW. In order to be consistent, however, one
must consider the constant part of the pion potential,
V, to be nearly zero if he attributes to the pion such an
increased mass. This decrease in the magnitude of V
decreases the amount of internal kinetic energy
available to the Z particle and pion, largely compensat-
ing for the effect of the increased pion mass.

By similar reasoning it may be shown that the
inclusion of a velocity-dependent Z potential would not
substantially alter the calcu1ated spectra of Eg+'",
provided that the constant potential Vy in the calcula-
tion of Secs. II and III is interpreted as representing an
average of the velocity-dependent potential over the
range of energies involved (internal Z—particle energies
in the range 0 to 60 Mev). A numerical estimate
indicates that inclusion of velocity dependence in the
pion and Z potentials is not likely to shift the tail of
any external energy spectrum relative to the maximum
by more than 5 Mev.

Because the captured E mesons are moving slowly,
we have been unable to give a convincing argument
that the use of the impulse approximation in this

' This effect was called to the author's attention by Dr. R.
Stephen %hite.

calculation is justi6ed. If it is not, however, one would
expect the distribution of energy between the pion
and Z particle to be intermediate between the distribu-
tion computed in Sec. II-A and a statistical distribution,
in which case the Z-particle energy spectra would be
displaced toward higher energies and broadened. Such
spectra would not correspond to the experimental data
as well as the results of Sec. III-A. It would still be
true, however, that the correspondence is significantly
better for V~( —10 Mev than it is for V~&0.

In Sec. III it is assumed, for simplicity, that the
probability of E absorption by a nucleon is independ-
ent of the position of the nucleon within the nucleus.
This assumption is not well founded. If the E is
originally captured by the nucleus in a Coulomb orbit
of small but finite angular momentum (with respect to
the entire nucleus), the overlap of the E wave function
with the nucleus may be appreciable, in which case
there is a strong probability that the E will be absorbed
before an electromagnetic transition can take place.
Such absorption from Coulomb states of 6nite angular
momentum occurs preferentially with nucleons near
the surface of the nucleus.

If the surface absorption of the E 's is preferred,
the calculation in'Sec. II-3 of the surface-transmission
parameter r;(Eq'") should be modified. Such a modifica-
tion would be important only for Z+ particles with
energies near that of the top of the Coulomb barrier,
however. As pointed out in Sec. III-B, the relation
between the fraction Ii» of Z's reaching the nuclear
surface and the absorption path length 'A is modi6ed
if the E 's are captured preferentially near the surface.
If the captures were exactly on the surface, the relation-
ship between Iii and 8,=2K,/R would be given by

F,= -,'+ (1 e~)/2h. — (17)

The correct relation should be intermediate between
Eq. (16) and Eq. (17). Equation (17) represents an
outside limit, which cannot correspond to reality, not
only because some E 's must penetrate the surface
appreciably, but also because the range of the Z—nucleon
scat tering potential is probably greater than that
of the prinary absorption interaction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A repulsive Z—nucleus scattering potential for low-
energy Z particles interpreted in terms of a simple
optical model, is inconsistent with the experimental
results of GVW, concerning the energy spectra of the
5+ particles emitted in two-prong stars initiated by
stopped E particles in photographic emulsions. The
energy spectra are insensitive to the magnitude of the
scattering interaction, however, provided the interac-
tion is attractive, so that the magnitude cannot be
estimated from such an emulsion experiment alone.

If the results of other emulsion experiments and
the hydrogen bubble chamber experiment on stopped
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E particles are considered in conjunction with the
results of GVW, the depth of the effective nucleus-Z
scattering potential and the size of the cross section in
nuclei for Z+ absorption (by conversion to a A' or Z')
are related by the model presented here. If the effective
nuclear potential well for low-energy sigmas is attractive
and shallow (VE= —10 Mev), the Z~ absorption cross
section in nuclei must be reasonably strong, 0-,=10
millibarns. On the other hand, if the well is attractive
and deep (Vz& —25 Mev), the absorption must be
weak (o,&5 millibarns). It is believed that an attractive
Z potential deeper than 35 Mev would inhibit the
emission of Z+ suKciently to be in contradiction with
the experimental results, even if the absorption cross
section 0- were quite small.

These rough estimates concerning the charged —Z
absorption could be made with much improved accuracy
if more were known about the relative strengths of
EC absorption by neutrons and protons. It is hoped
that more information concerning the E=e absorption
will be obtained soon by experiments in deuterium
bubble chambers. Eventually, of course, direct measure-
ments of Z-particle absorption and scattering by nuclei
and nucleons will be made.
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A strong-focusing momentum channel has been arranged to form a beam from antiprotons produced
by 6.0-Bev protons striking an internal target of the Bevatron. The channel consists of 6ve 4-inch-diameter
magnetic quadrupole lenses and two deflecting magnets ad]usted to give a &5% momentum interval.
The antiprotons were selected from a large background of mesons by a scintillation counter telescope with
a time-of-Qight coincidence circuit having a resolution of +2)&10 second. This system allowed detection
of approximately 400 antiprotons per hour. With a liquid hydrogen attenuator, the total antiproton-proton
cross section at four diferent energies, 190, 300, 500, and 700 Mev, has been observed to be 135, T04, 97,
and 94 mb, respectively. Also, the total cross sections for antiprotons incident on Be and C have been
measured at two energies. The inelastic cross sections for carbon have been measured by observing the
pulse heights produced by the interactions in a target of liquid scintillator. To measure the inelastic cross
section for a high-Z element, lead wafers were immersed in the liquid scintillator, and to select inelastic
events the pulse heights were measured.

I. INTRODUCTION
'
+RE&IQUS experiments have shown that the

antiproton interacts strongly with matter. '—4 At
500 Mev for lead glass, copper, and beryllium, and at
lower energies for photographic emulsions, the absorp-
tion cross section is significantly greater than geometric.
The purpose of the experiment reported here was to
extend to other elements the measurements on the
interaction of antiprotons and, in particular, to measure

*This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

$ On leave from Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton,
New York.
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as a function of energy the total proton-antiproton
cross section, which is of central importance to the
understanding of the nucleon-antinucleon interaction.

In order to fit the experimental program into a
feasible time schedule, considerable eRort was spent
in the development of a usable antiproton beam of
high intensity. The use of this beam in the production
and identification of antineutrons has been described
in an earlier report. '

The magnetic channel and the basic electronics are
described in Secs. II and III, respectively, while opera-
tion of the antiproton identification scheme is included
in Sec. IV. The attenuation experiment in hydrogen is
described in Sec.V; and the measurements on beryllium,
carbon, and lead in Sec. VI.

II. MAGNETIC BEAM CHANNEL

Antiprotons were produced in a 6-inch-long beryllium
target in the internal hearn of the Bevatron (Fig. 1).

~Cork, Lambertson, Piccioni, and Wenzel, Phys. Rev. 104,
1193 (1956).


